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For Immediate Release

Mobile Update Enables Northern California’s MLSListings
Inc. Brokers and Agents to Edit Listings On the Go
Prospects’ MLS-Touch Launches Multi-Phase Campaign
Sunnyvale, CA and Montreal, Canada – MLSListings Inc. and Prospects Software (MLS-Touch) have teamed up
to bring real estate professionals the ability to edit listings on mobile devices with a reliable, secure and
easy to use tool to edit their listings on the go. This innovation is only step one in a multi-phase campaign.
“Our survey of customer and user groups revealed a common desire: the ability to both change price and
to edit remarks quickly while out in the field. This mobile tool will enable agents to better serve their
clients from anywhere in the world around the clock,” said James Harrison, RCE, CAE, President and CEO
of MLSListings Inc.
New MLS-Touch mobile features allow users to edit List Price, Public Remarks, and Agent/Private Remarks.
MLS-Touch also now offers a calculator for down payments, fees and other monthly costs; an updated listing
page; an updated version for iPad, and new colors for branding.
“We're excited to deliver the first phase of this project,” said Charles Drouin, Founder and CEO of Prospects
Software Inc. “Phase two will add a mobile edit listing status change feature and other fields as we get
feedback from our users. We will continue to evolve our mobile offerings under the guidance of industry
business rules while also making the experience simple and intuitive for the customers of MLSListings,”
said Drouin.

About MLSListings Inc.
MLSListings Inc. is recognized as a premier multiple listing service in the nation. Based in the heart of Silicon
Valley and specializing in Monterey, San Benito, Santa Clara, Santa Cruz, and San Mateo Counties,
MLSListings provides real estate professionals and consumers with accurate data that is updated every five
minutes. Facilitating more than $70 billion in annual real estate activity, the MLSListings platform is the
intersection of comprehensive real estate data and the transaction for the northern California marketplace.
About Prospects Software

Prospects Software Inc. is a privately-owned Montreal-based company that helps real estate
professionals with powerful software solutions, including the Prospects CRM used by over 20,000
agents, a document management solution, and the MLS-Touch and Prospects Mobile apps used
by over 190,000 agents across North America. www.prospects.com and www.mls-touch.com

